
PART 2
1. Stage work and acting has been a part of me for almost six years now. I began taking some
drama classes at the age of four and at the time, I almost wanted to quit acting since I found it a
bit tiring at first. However, after seeing Emma Watson acting from ten years old up to her present
age, her work motivated me to continue working and building on my acting career. I starred in
two films during my erly years of acting, Little Monsters (2019), and The Egg (Jane Cho). I
would like to thank my mother for signing me up for acting and my eldest sister for helping me
with my movie auditions.

2. When I was in Year Three, I enjoyed learning in the subject French. Our teacher even
encouraged us to learn more by giving us lollies as rewards if we did well in class. Our French
teacher always used interesting methods to learn and memorise the words. I saw how my friend
Mia worked hard in French to get the Year Four French award and her work motivated me to
work harder in French lessons. At the end of the year, I was awarded with the best performance
in French in Grade Three. I would like to thanks my French teacher for teaching me throughout
my time I was learning French and I would also like to thank my peers for always supporting me
and helping me.

3. I enjoy playing and listening to music because all the different styles can affect my mood and
my mindset. I was only four years old when I was introduced to my fIrst musical instrument: the
piano. When I first set my hands on the piano keys, and looked at the music, I struggled to play
the notes and adjust to the hand movement. But after seeing how my sister played the piano so
well after practising more and more, I wanted to become like her. I thank all of my piano
teachers for guiding me when I couldn’t figure out how to play certain sections and also my
sister for helping me progress through piano.
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Tell us about your roles in these two plays. 
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Is playing the piano your achievement? Please write here if you have joined piano concerts. 
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This is a good response to the interview questions. However, I want you to realise that you have to provide more details. For example, you have said that you starred in those two plays/movie. However, there is no follow up to that. Instead, write the role that your are portraying there. Another, in your third achievement, write there if you have participated in piano concerts in school, national, and international levels. Lastly, take a closer look of your spellings before submitting this because there are a few mistakes, and if you won't proofread this, the interviewers will not appreciate this because it might seem that you did not pour efforts into this.
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